
You had me at Aloha 
Run Your Restaurant with Aloha Cloud



Aloha Cloud is a POS and restaurant 
management solution that helps you:

Improve Efficiency 

Aloha Cloud's point of sale is easy to use, which means training employees and serving guests is a breeze. 
Improve accuracy and service speed with handheld devices and a kitchen display system. And, you can 
expand beyond your 4 walls without adding to operational complexity with online ordering and delivery 
marketplace integration.

Worry Less

We know your restaurant is always on your mind, but you can’t be there all the time—especially if you 
have more than one location. With Aloha Cloud, you can access your cloud back office to view reports or 
make changes to one or more restaurants from anywhere: menu items, pricing, promotions, employee 
settings, and so much more. 

Keep guests coming back

How do you create a full experience that keeps your restaurant top of mind? Reward guests and 
encourage repeat visits with built-in loyalty and email marketing. You can also reach your customers 
at home by adding online ordering with images and branding to reinforce your brand. And, give them 
additional ordering options in-store with contactless dining. 

You’ve curated a menu full of delicious food and 
drinks—but we know there’s a lot more on your plate 
when it comes to running a successful restaurant. You 
need consistent, happy and reliable staff, you have 
to keep guests coming back, and on top of all of that, 
you must run a profitable business. 

You need a partner and restaurant management 
platform that can help you save time, worry less and 
sell more so you can focus on your food not your tech. 



Aloha Cloud: easy to use, powerful enough to 
help you run your restaurant

About the point of sale

Intuitive UI, consistent on fixed terminal 
and handheld

Restaurant grade hardware

Floor plans

Nested modifiers

Hold and Fire

Offline mode

About the back office

Employee management

Build your menu and manage pricing

Reporting dashboard

Email marketing

Multi-site capability

Launch promotions and discounts

Centrally manage one location or many 
from anywhere

Additional functionalities 

Handhelds for table-side payments and 
ordering

Pulse mobile app for real-time reporting 
and analytics on restaurant performance

Kitchen Display for improved kitchen-
FoH communication

Commerce for online ordering and 
contactless dining



Why NCR?
Get a simple-to-use but powerful restaurant solution that is backed by 135 years of 
commerce experience, so you can be confident running your restaurant from the front 
of house, to the back, and everything in between.  

Contact us today:


	Text4: American Point of Sale Solutions
Milton McMahon
(301) 937-1750



